
 Bere Regis Primary and Pre-School  

English: 

We will be writing in role as a passenger on the  

Titanic, keeping a diary of the night the boat sank. 

We will be writing a real recount of our trip to 

Swanage Lifeboat Station.  

Maths: 

Number: addition and subtraction 

Number bonds to 10, 20 and 100, reading, ordering, comparing 
numbers to 100, counting in 2s, 5s, 10s, one more and one less, 
add and subtract in tens, adding one digit and two digit numbers.  

Number: Year 1: Place value to 50 and multiplication, 
Year 2: multiplication 

Our topic of The Titanic will focus on: 
 

History - events beyond living memory that are 
significant nationally or globally. We will look at 
why it was such an important journey, why there 
were different areas on the boat for different 
classes of people (making shoe-box bedrooms for a 
display) and how the Titanic changed the law about 
lifeboats.  

Art - pastel drawing: image of the Titanic. 
 

Computing: researching The Titanic through web 
browsers.  

P.E  — indoor based sports (gymnastics / dance) and 
team games (hockey) with Premier Sports coaches. 

    Studland Class — Autumn term - 4 weeks 

The Titanic 

Spiritual/Social/Moral/Cultural aspects 

The virtues we will be focusing on this half term 
are: unity and kindness.  

How you can help your child at home: 

Listen to them read every day. Ask them what has happened in the text (using the question prompts provided in the front of their reading records), encourage them to make 
predictions and discuss characters’ feelings.  

Practise counting up and back in 10s from varying numbers (36, 46, 56 / 98, 88, 78 etc), learning the 2x tables, 5x tables and 10x tables (including related division facts),  
coin recognition, telling the time to the hour and half past (moving on to quarter past and quarter to), recognising the value of digits in numbers (hundreds, tens and ones), 
being able to order and compare numbers using < (less than), > (more than) and = (equal to).  Allow them time to practise the skills on the allocated tasks on the Manga High 
website (log in details in their Homework books).  

Practise their green book spellings and spelling pattern lists with them every week. The patterns will be tested in school weekly and the green books are tested at home 
weekly. Remind your child to put their green book in the green tray in class to get their new spellings.  Use Spelling Shed regularly at home with allocated lists. 

Topic vocabulary: liner, iceberg, 
lifeboat, capacity,  temperature, 
passengers, funnels, first class, 
third class, unsinkable, voyage, 
wreckage, survivor, collision 

Topic trip: 

Studland Class will be 

visiting Swanage Lifeboat  

Station on Thursday 12th 
December. 

The main focus of the topic will be how the Titanic changed the 
law about lifeboats for future journeys by boat.  


